
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an office specialist. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for office specialist

Uses computer to research issues and verify the status of transcript requests
via daily use of PeopleSoft, internet, and MS Office applications
Coordinating communication with internal and external constituents
Serving as a team lead and departmental liaison for various IT projects,
including the implementation of an online registration system and student
assignment database
Coordinating service for office equipment, including computers, printers, fax,
copy machine
Researching information and gathering information for various matters such
as background for special projects, enhancement of databases, decisions on
new IT tools, resolving various issues for faculty, staff and/or students,
Preparing correspondence and/or memorandums to concerned personnel
You are required to act with integrity and skill, care and diligence in carrying
out your duties
Daily position reconciliation between trading and accounting systems, broker
and account mapping
Assist with the planning of conferences, meetings and department events
under general instruction from supervisor
Transcribe and compose letters and correspondence from rough draft or
audio recording
Reviews, reports, records or other documents for completeness, accuracy and
conformity within established procedures
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Serves as a primary reference source for function to assist departments and
employees in resolving discrepancies or procedural problems utilizing
knowledge of specialized function
Maintaining accuracy in scheduling patients to meet with physician and nurse
practitioner staff members
Providing high levels of customer service to students who contact the health
center by phone through the phone queue system
Providing medical office support to provider staff members
Assisting intermittently with completion of referral documentation to outside
providers
Participation in Quality Assurance reporting to ensure high levels of customer
service provision


